
Why Just Good Enough 
is good enough

Focus
How IL3 ONE Office Productivity 
Suite can help you.

Space travel is one step closer for the average Joe. Virgin 
Galactic has successfully completed a third supersonic test 
flight of SpaceShipTwo (SS2), a rocket-powered vehicle that will 
be taking passengers into space and back, perhaps as soon as 
2014. In exchange for $250,000, ‘Future Astronauts’ can book 
a seat on the next available flight out of Spaceport America 
and dreams will, literally, come true. Before launch, Future 
Astronauts will be treated to trips to Branson’s Necker Island 
in the Caribbean, G-force training and a seat on test flights 
over the Mojave Desert. It’s not technically a package holiday 
— you have to get there under your own steam and arrange 
accommodation — but it serves the same purpose. 

Send your productivity 
into orbit

Today, 40 per cent of the European 
regional travel market is made up of 
package holiday-makers enjoying a 
wide variety of opportunities to achieve 
goals and expand horizons. We tell the 
tour operator what we want: adrenaline 
and wild animals, endless entertainment 
for excitable children, or enlightening 
exploration of ancient architecture: and 
they make it possible. Tour operators 
often offer travel insurance; so with a deal 
you get all you want and a guarantee 
of security. You get the chance to 
enjoy your holiday without the hassle 
of planning transport, accommodation 
and itineraries: you can focus on the fun 
knowing you’re in safe hands. 

When it comes to IT infrastructure, a 
similar approach makes sense. Every 
business needs a reliable infrastructure 
that enables easy communication, 
collaboration and complete security and 
we have created the IL3 ONE Office 
Productivity Suite with this in mind.

IL3 ONE Office Productivity Suite brings 
together Microsoft software that you 
need for effective communication and 
collaboration. It’s delivered as a service 
via the CGI Secure Government Cloud 
with the business impact level security 
that you need. It’s made up of three core 
components — ONE Exchange provides 
secure email access options, ONE Lync 
delivers streamlined communication 
systems and ONE SharePoint is a 
collaboration tool allowing you to bring 
email, notes and shared documents 
together. Each one works with ONE File, 
a centralised secure file sharing service 
which provides storage for backend 
productivity services. 

The best of all worlds, in one  
simple package.

Experience the Commitment®


